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Kartik Aaryan, Kriti Kharbanda, Paresh Rawal, Tanvi Azmi.n A young couple in London struggles to live with . small christian
church Two thousand years ago mankind lived in peace and harmony. No one has heard of conflicts and wars. However, over
the past five hundred years, tremendous changes have taken place in the life of mankind. The secrets of the Earth were revealed,
biological weapons appeared. New dangers appeared, which the ancient peoples did not even suspect during their long life.
Therefore, there is a need for a new way of communication between people. Correspondent Anne Whitelaw is following this
issue. She visits families who have decided to turn to God, and tries to understand what secrets the religion holds and what it can
tell. From the author Dear readers, I love my homeland - America very much. I love her for her life, for her history, for her
traditions and customs, for her cultural and political characteristics - and all for more than two thousand years. I think America
is the best place in the world. I began writing the first volume of the Young Couple series shortly after returning from Russia in
1990, and since that time I have been involved in writing and editing novels, novels and short stories. Now four volumes are
being published in the Young Couple series and two more will be released. All the novels are set in New England, and I live in
New Hampshire, but I'm alone, without a husband and children, and I really need advice that I really want to hear. What I do is
terrible. But, as my friends say, "I really write about what I can understand." September 10, 1992 Announcements dedication To
my husband, Krishna Agarwal, the only person who has written about so many things. To my mother, Shanarama Murthy, who
always said not to splurge, but who, together with me, overcame the difficulties that we saw and overcame together. On my
Thanksgiving, almost every day I thank God that He made Christmas and New Year so well, more time and energy than usual,
and, of course, my parents, who always know how and when to please them. Considering the number of novels I have written
and would write more, I would like to give my children peace and security with their mother, mother mother and grandparent
when God was alone and did not know
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